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Grammar
A) Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in
brackets.
1 I _______________________ (not watch) a film for ages.
2 Jane _______________________ (not go) to the doctor’s since last year.
3 If I __________________ (live) in Australia, __________________ (go)
surfing every day.
4 ‘We haven’t caught the arsonist yet.’ The police told the reporters that
_______________________ the arsonist yet.
5

‘I will move to a new office in July.’

The detective said that _______________________ to a new office in July.

B) Circle the correct words to complete the sentences.
1 I’m going to / I’ll play tennis tonight. I booked a court yesterday.
2 I’m not going to / I won’t be late tomorrow – I promise!
3 Maisy and Dave are going to / will get married on 17 June.
4 Sam’s not here – has he been / gone to the cinema?
5 Has your mum been here for / since this morning?

Mark: ___/5

Vocabulary
A) Complete the sentences with the correct words. The first letter
of each word has been given.
1 Sitting down at a desk isn’t really what I want to do – I’d prefer to be on
my f _ _ _ all day.
2 I like learning new things all the time and doing things that are difficult, so
I think I need a c_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ job.
3 The m_ _ _ _ _ _ _ killed several people before he was caught.
4 After the earthquake, l_ _ _ _ _ _ took things from shops without paying
for them
5 The police believe that the fire at the school was a_ _ _ _ .
Choose the correct answers.
1 I don’t want to stay anywhere too ___ because I like to be near the shops.
a remote

b crowded

c expensive

2 When I’m on holiday, I prefer going to places where the locals go rather
than ___ ones.
a spectacular

b cheap

c touristy

3 I live in London, which is a really noisy city, so I like to spend my holidays
in ___ places.
a peaceful

b busy

c spectacular

4 Have you heard that there's a _____on at WP Arnold's?
a sale

b coupon

c price tag

5 I can lend you some money if you like. Yesterday I took back a coat that
I’d bought and got a _______, so I've got plenty of cash now.
a receipt

b refund

c bargains
Mark: ___/5

Reading
Read the text. Match paragraphs A–E of the text with questions 1–7.
There are two extra questions.

In which paragraph does the mystery shopper tell us …
1 how a mystery shopper describes good service? ___
2 what she’s going to do in the future? ___
3 what her job title means? ___
4 what companies do with the information they receive from her? ___
5 why companies employ mystery shoppers? ___
6 why she must keep her job title secret? ___
7 about one waiter who gave her excellent service? ___
Mark: ___/3

Listening
Listen to an interview with a crime writer and choose the correct
answers.
1 Carol started to write about crime when
a she worked as a police officer.
b one of her relatives robbed a bank.
c someone she knew committed a crime.
2 Carol prefers to research her books by
a talking to people involved in crime
b reading books about criminals.
c looking for information on the internet.
3 Carol wants to understand what a criminal is like so she can write realistic
a main characters.
b crimes.
c victims.
4 Carol was scared of one criminal she met because
a of something that he said.
b he had bought her a drink.
c she looked like his last victim.
5 Carol says that her books
a don’t take long to write.
b don’t take ages to read.
c aren’t popular enough.
Mark: ___/5

Writing
A website is offering one lucky person the chance to win £5,000 to
spend in their favourite shop. To enter the competition, you need to
write an essay about the following things.
• Say what your favourite shop is and explain why.
• Choose what you would buy if you won the money.
• Say who you would take with you on the shopping trip.
• Describe your attitude to spending money

Mark: ___/2

Total:
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